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SAPA’s Campaign to Support Sudanese Physicians Continues

Remarkable Success of the Physicians’ Protest in Sudanese Hospitals

SAPA’s Members Continue their Support to the Sudan’s Revolution

Sudanese Government’s Crackdown against Protesters Continues

SAPA’s Campaign Continues

SAPA’s financial campaign to support fellow physicians in Sudan continues in it’s third cycle, reaching in total more than USD 40,000, mostly used in supporting the Sudanese revolution through the legitimate Syndicate of Sudanese Doctors in Sudan, SAPA’s appreciate all it’s supporters who helped meeting some expenses related to the legal and financial support of the Sudanese doctors who decided to stand in support of the Sudanese Revolution, SAPA hopes that this important effort continues in a much organized way under the newly established organization in the United States.

Doctors’ Protest in Sudan

On the 5th of February, 2019, the Sudanese doctors responded to the Sudanese Professional Association (SPA) and it’s alliances’ call to protest in their hospitals, reflecting the doctors’ unity behind the SPA and it’s ultimate goals reflected under the Declaration of Freedom and Change signed in January 1st, 2019, doctors in more than 20 hospitals in Khartoum and across the country stood in white coats with signs demonstrating and asking the government to step down.

SAPA’s Members Showing Solidarity

Being on the other half of the planet didn’t prevent some SAPA’s members to show their solidarity and support to the Sudanese doctors in Sudan, signs with the same meaning and SAPA’s logo were circulated in the social media as part of a wider support carried under the umbrella of immigrant doctors and Sudanese doctors abroad, this symbolic solidarity has high impact on the ongoing protest in Sudan and helps in mapping the overwhelming support that this revolution gets day by day.

The Government is Killing Protesters

After killing a medical doctor while helping injured protesters, the government’s security apparatus tortured to death a junior medical student at ElRayz University while protesting. Mahjoub Eltaj was among the 53 victims of December’s revolution killed during this protest, in addition to over 3000 civilians in detention, reflecting the harsh and violent approach the government has been taking towards the protesters.
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